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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi I'm Megan Macken, the art librarian at Oklahoma State University. I am presenting on a joint project with Professor Louise Siddons, who couldn't be here today. I'm speaking to you today from present-day Stillwater, Oklahoma, whose original inhabitants spoke languages from the Caddoan, Kiowa-Tanoan, and Siouan language families. The US government policy of forcible removal, plus broken treaties through which the US government acquired original tribal homelands, resulted in tribal nations from across North America being located in present-day Oklahoma. As a land-grant institution, Oklahoma State serves the descendants of these original inhabitants, as well as citizens of the 39 tribal governments with whom we share Oklahoma.



History of American Art, Fall 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the fall of 2020, the undergraduate History of American Art course at Oklahoma State University, taught by Professor Siddons, explored the possibility of mining data from one digital archival resource, the student newspaper, in order to build another, an online database of art exhibitions at OSU from 1960 to 1999. In the process, we found ourselves querying the objectivity of metadata, confronting the challenge of classificatory systems, and revealing unexpected patterns of history.



This course will examine major developments 
and themes in American art across media, from 
the moment of European contact through the 
middle of the twentieth century. In addition to 
examining the production of the many cultures 
of North America (predominantly in the United 
States), we will situate American art within its 
global context and in relation to current events.

This course is being taught online. Most course 
components will be available asynchronously, 
but you will be assigned to a discussion section 
that will meet via videoconference on either 
Tuesday or Thursday during our scheduled class 
time.

History of American Art, Fall 2020
Transferable skills

• Research with primary sources

• Digital dissemination of research

Direct experience

• Writing for academic and public audiences

• Developing a digital humanities project

Knowledge 

• An understanding of how artists and art 
historians have supported or critiqued 
structures of inequality in American culture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you can see a brief description of the course in excerpts of the syllabus. The course examined American art from the moment of European contact through the mid 20th century and situated that art within its global context and in relation to current events. A selection of outcomes from the syllabus are listed here as well. The students built transferable skills including research with primary sources and dissemination of that research in digital format. They gained direct experience writing for academic and public audiences and creating a digital humantiies project. The students developed knowledge of how artists and art historians have supported or critiqued structures of inequality in American culture and on their college campus. Records of campus art exhibitions at Oklahoma State are not readily accessible even when extant. Those that do exist were recently salvaged from a flooded building and have not been processed. In the midst of the pandemic, which took the lecture course fully online, a custom exhibition website with an underlying database was built for students to record their research. 
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Presentation Notes
The students scoured the digital archive of the student newspaper, the Daily O'Collegian (or O'Colly), for mentions of exhibitions. And entered metadata about them into the online database we built. Students then completed two analytical assignments: a traditional art history essay in which they considered one exhibition closely, and a reflective essay that prompted them to consider the new understanding they had of the university’s history based on the aggregation of every exhibition in a particular period of time. Metadata served as a conduit between two more traditional representations of knowledge, writing in the student newspaper and writing in an art history course. In the process of compiling exhibition metadata, students generated knowledge about the institution, the history of art, and the role of students in documenting and making history. Here on the right you can see the long list of exhibitions the 32 students uncovered in their research and cataloged. Individually, each newly recorded exhibition signified knowledge about a single, all but forgotten historical event. In the aggregate, the exhibition metadata provided a broader perspective on the history of art and artists at OSU—a history that had also been forgotten, but which revealed complex stories about the relationship between national politics and campus climate that remain relevant today. As both gaps and surprises in representation appeared, we developed a more nuanced picture of institutional culture in the latter half of the 20th century. Through the process of critical cataloging, students documented stories missing from the historical record--about artists, curators, students, and our university in the 20th century--and the catalogue itself has become a catalyst for future exhibitions and research that challenge structures of inequality in American culture.



Digital History Project
• Groups of 5 students assigned sets of 5 years
• Groups decide how they will distribute work & create work plan
• Individually graded, evaluated based on work plan
• 1-hour training on platform
• 3 weeks to create an exhibition list with links to articles and basic artist info
• Observe context of surrounding articles in the newspapers
• Feedback and Revisions on exhibition cataloging
• Description of one exhibition: info from O’Colly and 1 other scholarly or archival source 
• Reflective Essay

• Common themes, shared goals, organizers, audience reactions
• Connection to current events/experiences
• Gaps in exhibition history
• Propose an artist or exhibition theme that addresses an aspect of what’s missing in the history. 

How would your proposed exhibition respond meaningfully to a current event that was also 
covered in the O’Colly in your time period?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many approaches we could have taken for this student-centered digital humanities project, but an emphasis on  cataloging permitted the development of structured data that could be extended and connected to future projects.  [*] For the digital project, the class of 32 was divided into groups of five students who were each assigned a set of five years to research. [*] The groups decided how to distribute work among themselves and create a work plan and [*} were graded individually against this plan. [*] After an hour-long training session on the cataloging database, which was recorded and uploaded to Canvas, students had 3 weeks to create an exhibition list with links to articles and a basic artist profile. [*] They were asked to observe the context of the surrounding articles in the newspapers during their research. [*] By week ten, they were given feedback on their exhibition cataloging, which they could revise until the end of the semester. [*] They wrote a description of one exhibition for week ten, and at the end of the semester-long course, they turned in a reflective essay. In this essay the students discussed common themes or shared goals of the exhibitions as well as their organizers and audiences. Additionally, they explored how the exhibitions related to current events or experiences. They addressed gaps in the exhibition history from the perspective of American art history and social context. Finally, students proposed an artist or exhibition theme that would address an aspect of what's missing in the history. They answered the question, "How would your proposed exhibition respond meaningfully to a current event covered in the O'Colly during your time period?“Partly because this is a digital humanities project rather than a library or museum catalog, the critical component is not so much in the choice of specific terminology for keywords or subjects, but in assessing the exhibition history as a whole. Like the student essays, critical cataloging seeks to identify and include missing voices from the cultural records of our institutions. Critical catalogers are likewise tasked with responding meaningfully to current events and evolving language and culture with workable ideas for change.



Critical Cataloging

‘CritCat is short for “critical cataloging,” a movement of cultural 
heritage workers who work to bring social justice, radical 
empathy, and outreach work into their everyday practice.’ 
Brian M Watson, critcat.org

Caswell, Michelle, and Marika Cifor. "From Human Rights to 
Feminist Ethics: Radical Empathy in the Archives." Archivaria 81 
(2016): 23-43. muse.jhu.edu/article/687705.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I'm going to stop for a moment and share Brian M Watson's definition of critical cataloging--there are a variety of definitions, but this one resonates with me: critical cataloging is "a movement of cultural heritage workers who work to bring social justice, radical empathy, and outreach work into their everyday practice." (critcat.org)I'm stating this here because I mentioned the phrase critical cataloging at one of the bigger library conferences last summer, and quite a few librarians had not encountered the term before. I think it is important to remember that although many of these ideas are not new, critical cataloging is still not a mainstream concept in many libraries and other cultural organizations. There's outreach to be done on that front as well.So working from this definition, the critical cataloging component is not only present in the metadata creation but also in the instructors' practice of developing the course and the database. As instructors and librarians, we model radical empathy, as Michelle Caswell and Marika Cifor advocated for in their 2016 article, for the communities whose lives our univeristy archives touch. For the students in the course, for the students who wrote the newspaper articles years ago, for the artists and curators of the exhibitions they were writing about and for their communities. 



Selected online discussion questions
Week 2:

"What is the relationship between your local identity and your sense of what 
it means to be an ‘American’? How does landscape and geography play into 
that?" 

Week 16:

“Link to one of the exhibitions you are writing about in your Reflective Essay 
and explain why you chose it.”

"What common themes or interests are evident in the answers to Question 
1?" 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In their weekly discussion sections, students observed the historic interplay between student life and contemporary events that paralleled their own lives amidst the political and cultural happenings today. Students engaged in online discussions that brought out their connections to one another and to the exhibitions they researched. This question from week 2 reads, "What is the relationship between your local identity and your sense of what it means to be an 'American'? How does landscape and geography play into that?" By the end of the semester their writing showed that they carried the auto-ethnographical knowledge from those first weeks into their exhibition cataloging. For their final assignment, many students chose art exhibitions that reflected their idea of being an "American" that they wrote about in week 2. Some of the questions from the final week read, "Link to one of the exhibitions you are writing about in your Reflective Essay, and explain why you chose it." and "What common themes or interests are evident in the answers to Question 1?" These questions are not overly complicated but opened up that path for the students for radical empathy.The students' observations about themes in the campus exhibition history revealed a pattern of exhibitions staged in reaction to contemporary culture and representative of Black, Indigenous, and Latinx communities and countries around the globe. A more traditional course assignment like a term paper--which may have surfaced 32 exhibitions rather than the 400 the students found in 2020--would not have revealed this unexpected pattern at Oklahoma State. Cataloging exhibitions en masse without regard to "major" and "minor" shows or artists or venues, also revealed the unique role played by exhibitions in creating campus culture. While conversations about race or gender, for example, often started in the various campus gallery spaces, however, they weren’t necessarily sustained and were, essentially, forgotten over time. 



Layers of Metadata
1. newspaper issue metadata

Click to add text
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Presentation Notes
As I mentioned, the records of the campus gallery are not readily available, and while there is a project to process them after they were rescued from flooding, it is a long term project. Professor Siddons instead centered the exhibition research on the student newspaper. While there was enough content for the class to work with, there wasn't any indication of what kind or how many exhibitions they would find. Even using the student newspaper as the main primary resource, several layers of metadata were sorted through and created. First, the students researched the student newspaper digital collection, which is shared from ContentDM. So first, there is the metadata about the newspaper issues. This collection has automated, unedited transcriptions of the newspapers.



Layers of Metadata
1. newspaper issue metadata

2. automated transcription (not edited)

Click to add text
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 You can see that these transcriptions are very messy and sometimes nonsensical. 



Layers of Metadata
1. newspaper issue metadata

2. automated transcription (not edited)

3. students' article-level metadata for 
exhibitions

◦ cataloging the exhibition title with artists 
names and article(s) as reference

Presenter
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Then students in Professor Siddons' class created metadata at the article level for exhibitions. They cataloged the exhibition as the primary entity with the newspaper article as a citation. 



Layers of Metadata
1. newspaper issue metadata

2. automated transcription (not edited)

3. students' article-level metadata for 
exhibitions

◦ cataloging the exhibition title with 
artists names and article(s) as 
reference

4. ongoing faculty metadata cleanup and 
reconciling data with other sources, 
authorities, and collections

Presenter
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Finally, Dr. Siddons and I have cleaned up (some) of the data and reconciled it with other sources, authorities, and collections with the intention of extending the site and transforming it into linked data. The students' research process through these layers of description helped illustrate both the limitations of language and the labor involved--as users and metadata creators--in surfacing digital archival materials. For example, Dr. Siddons advised the students to search for “gallery” because neither “exhibit” nor “exhibition” reliably pulled up results. They found the O’Colly search to be "incredibly unreliable," which may be an understatement. Students spent more time than anticipated on searching, simply because limiting by date, for example,  doesn’t work well, and keywords can't be trusted to produce accurate results. 
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You can see here one of the first results for a search on "exhibition" is not... relevant! The word exhibition appears in an article with the headline, "Poultry Judgers To Compete at Memphis Show." It's referring to an exhibition of literal chickens. 
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On the other end of the digital project, the relatively uncontrolled, crowdsourced-style approach to the students' cataloging, created a more open environment for the students to explore and develop the catalog of exhibitions without being inhibited by overly prescriptive cataloging rules. This did create messier data, but it also allowed the project to be implemented rapidly, the students to learn quickly how to use the relatively simple database, and the course to center on critical reflection. Here are a couple of examples of the student-created data...On this slide you can see that the artist should be Roy Stryker, but instead they have added the organizer, Smith/Kramer.
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Here you can see the variety of terms selected for describing Native American or Indigenous art. Some of these names reflect the newspaper terminology and some may be terms the students use for themselves or are common in Oklahoma. There are programmatic ways to deal with these inaccuracies. And they also serve as learning opportunities and examples for future courses.
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Now I'll briefly walk through how the cataloging tool was constructed. The site was developed on an open source platform called MODX. It was very flexible so it was possible to customize most things. It was designed and built very quickly in August of 2020, so of course, there is some room for improvement and development is still underway. The main fields captured include exhibition title, date, artists, artist dates, curators/organizers, university affiliation, gallery space, and user tags. 
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Catalogers start with the artist entry. Often it wasn't possible to find more than a name or a general group of people such as "student artists." I do want to point out the role at the bottom helps connect the exhibitions with our institutional history in an additional way.
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Exhibitions, once the artist has been entered, you can add the link from the exhibition to the artist. These links between artists and exhibitions are manual in both directions -- that was one shortcoming that we weren't able to overcome in time for the course. You will notice this when using the site that it is sometimes hard to get from artists to exhibitions and vice versa. This is something we are re-developing this semester.
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Here you see the Title and description of the exhibition.
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And here the space where the exhibition was held.  This is one of the few controlled vocabularies for the names of buildings on campus, but additional spaces can be added, including coffee shops and other community locations where local exhibitions were held. 
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You can also see that the tagging or folksonomy for exhibition topics really exploded. The more tags were added, the more the students stopped creating their own tags and only clicked on existing tags. This is another usability adjustment that we are changing. From a librarian standpoint, using terms consistently is a good thing, but the professor considered this a limiting factor.
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Organizers are added here.
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This is the reference view where students enter a Chicago style reference to the newspaper article, a link to the page in ContentDM, and a link to the IIIF image in ContentDM. These links are repurposed on the site in a list of references as well as populate the image, with the citation as alt text and image title.
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here you see the public site with the reference at the bottom, and clicking the reference or the image takes you to ContentDM. We hope to develop a IIIF viewer for image display on the site soon. 
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Exhibition page - you can see the link back to the artist, the topics of the exhibition, and references again. Also the gallery space links to the exhibition space.
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Here is the page for the Morrill Hall Art Gallery, which lists some related exhibitions. Again, during the class, these links needed to be created manually, but we working on doing that programmatically. Could easily be mapped to dublin core or vra core and/or repackaged as linked open data. That is a future goal as well. 



Thank you
Megan Macken, Assistant Professor, OSU Libraries
megan.macken@okstate.edu

Louise Siddons, Professor, Art History
louise.siddons@okstate.edu

And thank you to all project contributors!

https://experts.okstate.edu/megan.macken
https://art.okstate.edu/bios/63-siddons-louise
http://art.lib-dls.modxcloud.com/about/
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